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Stentor Press, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print
on Demand *****. VIVA SANTA! Big Boss/Santa has become dispirited, bored with the Village s
Christmas Eve concerts, a tradition reaching back over one hundred years --clanging bells, oompah
band, squeaky-voiced choir. His detachment is a growing concern for the elf hierarchy, resulting in
the forced retirement of the venerable Music Meister. His appointed successor, Krispin, former
assistant and a playboy-at-heart, tries valiantly to escape his new duties. The plucky elf schemes to
observe Santa while he surfs Christmas music from the outerworld on his great crystal ball. A
sudden glitch in the ether, caused by a mysterious entity, sends an unexpected transmission to the
magic orb, and Santa hears mariachis for the first time -from a concert in Texas. He is transfixed,
overjoyed, dances around the room. Soon, Krispin s plan to bring the band to Santa s Village, in
time for the concert, is approved by the elf hierarchy, with one small proviso. Krispin must
accompany the musicians. He protests, long and loud, but without him, the band will be unable to
pass through the invisible barrier surrounding the Village.
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The most e ective ebook i at any time study. It can be writter in easy words and phrases and not di icult to understand. I am just pleased to let you know
that this is the finest publication i have read within my individual lifestyle and could be he finest publication for at any time.
-- Tania Mosciski-- Tania Mosciski

Simply no phrases to describe. It is amongst the most awesome pdf we have read through. Your life period will probably be transform as soon as you
complete looking over this publication.
-- Torrance Skiles-- Torrance Skiles
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